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Incorporating all-US materials and combining the highest 
quality of fire fighting glove composites available, the 
Athena FX-1 Max glove provides dexterity, durability 
and safety.

Manufactured with some of the Highest Performance 
Materials found in the US Fire Service today. Technologies 
from Safety Components, StedAIR Moisture Barriers by 
Stedfast and Orofol Hi-Vis reflective tapes. 
This glove promises to deliver.

Athena FX MAX Firefighter Glove1

Representing the latest and most modern development in firefighting gloves

in recent years, the FX MAX Glove uses PBI MAX - the strongest and most

flexible outer shell fabric in the world.

A unique solution to firefighter hand protection, FX MAX Gloves feature

pre-curved fingers and hand shape offering unmatched dexterity and fit

whilst delivering extremely high levels of protection against radiant and

contact heat, mechanical protection and cut / abrasion resistance.

The FX MAX Gloves, thanks to their construction from PBI MAX which

has three times the filament rip stopping power of other fabrics, offers the

firefighter an ideal replacement to leather gloves.

FX MAX Gloves avoid the stretching associated with leather as well as the

danger of rapid shrinkage in high heat.

Finger tips, inner fingers and palm areas are protected with high strength

silicone coated Kevlar reinforcement to further enhance the FX MAX

performance during firefighting.

A significant advantage of the FX MAX Glove is the fact that it can be

laundered along with the rest of the turnout gear.
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Nomex / Kevlar

Blend thread

® ®

STEDAIR LITE

moisture barrier

Para Aramid / Kevlar

knitted liner

®

®

Cuffs knitted with Fire Resistant

Para Aramid 100% Twaron
®PBI MAX Fabric

backed with

Protex Cotton
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Gel padding / silicone

coated Kevlar

reinforcement

®

PROTECTING HANDS THAT SAVE LIVES
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PROTECTING HANDS THAT SAVE LIVES

StedShield backing and 
StedAIR spacer for Maximum 
Thermal Protection

Debris cuff inside for 
extra protection

PbiMAX - Strength, 
durability and washable

Digitized Leather - Incredible 
Grip - Water/Chemical Resistant

Kevlar Composite Lining

Sturdy pull tab for 
easy donning

StedShield Reinforcement 
for strength and grip
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We reserve the right to change or amend any design or specification in 
line with our policy of continuing development and improvement.

DS/3700057/ISS 2

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Vimpex LTD
Star Lane, Great Wakering,
Essex SS3 0PJ, UK
t.   +44 (0) 1702 216999
e. sales@vimpex.co.uk
www.vimpex.co.uk

Vimpex Interguard AB
t.   +46 (0) 36 37 10 65
e. sales@vimpex.se

Quality System Certificate No. 456
Assessed to ISO 9001
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ATHENA FX-1 NFPA MAX
FIREFIGHTER GLOVE

TECHNICAL DATASHEET

 SPECIFICATION

Outer Shell Palm       3 - 4 oz (1.2 - 1.3 mm) Water/Chemical Repellent Digitized Calf Leather

 Top of Hand            PBI MAX Fibre Blend 62% Para Aramid (33% Filament content) 36% Polybenzimidazole 
        2% Antistatic weight 6 oz (205 gsm) 

                                  Laminate FR Spunlace non woven 67% Meta Aramid 
        33% Para Aramid weight 1.5 oz (50 gsm)

                                  Stedsheild Spacer fabric for extra heat protection

Full Lining       Kevlar Composite 9.75 - 10 oz (330 - 340 gsm)

Ptfe Insert       2 ply laminate comprised of 1 layer non woven laminated with an ePTFE bi-component

Stedshield       Rubber Coated Kevlar Compliant to NFPA 1971-2018 Weight 18 oz (610 gsm)

USER INFORMATION

Superficial dirt can be removed by using a soft brush. The glove is washable at 100°F within the mesh bag 
provided. After washing, tumble dry or leave the glove to dry in an ambient temperature, hanging up-side 
down to drain excess out of the inner glove.

STORAGE

The gloves should be stored in their packaging in a cool and dry environment out of direct sunlight.


